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The interaction of vorticity and rate-of-strain in homogeneous
sheared turbulence
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The coupled interaction of vorticityv and rate-of-strainS in homogeneous sheared turbulence is
investigated using direct numerical simulation. Conditional sampling and comparison with linear
simulations reveal various aspects of the structure and dynamics. Due to the influence of the
imposedv andS, distinct directional features develop. Initial stretching of fluctuatingv by mean
extensional strain and the presence of mean vorticity establish apredominantmisalignment ofv
with respect to the principal axes ofS. The associated locally induced rotation of theS axes results
in preferred orientations inv and S. In high amplitude rotation-dominated regions of the flow,
distinct characteristics are exhibited by the pressure HessianP due to the presence of small-scale
spatial structure. Nonlocally inducedS axes rotation throughP tends to counteract locally induced
rotation in these regions. These features are absent in the linear flow which suggests a lack of spatial
coherence in the corresponding intensev2 regions. High amplitude strain-dominated and
comparable rotation-strain regions are also considered. In general, the high amplitude conditional
samples capture the main features of the flow. The underlying behavior ofv andS is essentially the
same as in isotropic turbulence; the directional preferences observed in shear flow demonstrate the
physical implications of the associated mechanisms. Although there is greater directional variation
in flows with high Rel /Sh, results indicate the significance of the persistence of mean shear.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~00!01304-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of the vorticity vectorv and the rate-of-
strain tensorS through vortex stretching is considered a p
mary mechanism in the generation and associated dyna
of the small scales in three-dimensional incompressible
bulence. Knowledge of the behavior ofv andS is, therefore,
fundamental for precise descriptions of the flow. As d
scribed by the evolution equation forv

Dv i

Dt
5Sikvk1n

]2v i

]xk]xk
, ~1.1!

vortex stretching,Sikvk , represents the response ofv to S.
Implicit is the coupled, nonlocal nature of the interacti
which is indicated by the evolution equation forS

DSi j

Dt
52SikSk j2

1

4
~v iv j2d i j vkvk!

2
1

r

]2p

]xi]xj
1n

]2Si j

]xk]xk
. ~1.2!

In addition to self-interaction, effects of localv, and viscous
diffusion, the evolution ofSi j involves local and nonloca
action through the pressure field as described by the Hes
]2p/]xi]xj . From here on we will useP i j to denote
]2p/]xi]xj and normalize density such thatr51.
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Previous work by Nomura and Post1 describes the
coupled interaction ofv andS in the principal strain basis
Here, the principal eigenvalues ofS are identified asa>b
>g with the corresponding eigenvectorsea , eb , andeg . In
this reference frame, interaction through vortex stretch
and through rotation of the principal axes ofS are distin-
guished; the latter associated with the condition of m
alignedv with respect to theS axes. As demonstrated b
restricted Euler2 equations~see Sec. II!, locally induced ro-
tation of theS axes acts to orientv towards the direction of
either the intermediate (eb) or most compressive (eg) prin-
cipal strain. Results from direct numerical simulatio
~DNS! of homogeneous isotropic turbulence1 show the sig-
nificance of this mechanism in the dynamics of the flo
particularly in high amplitude rotation-dominated regio
which are known to concentrate into tube-like or filamenta
structures.1,3,4 Nonlocally induced rotation of theS axes
through the pressure HessianP is found to counteract the
locally induced rotation. This tendency is associated with
proximate spatial structure of these regions which contr
P. In general, the study demonstrates that the observed p
erential alignment of v and eb in homogeneous
turbulence5–7 is a consequence of the dynamics of t
coupledv andS system.

Distinct structures are also present in homogene
sheared turbulence. Regions of relatively high magnitudev
form tube-like and sheet-like structures8,9 as well as hairpin-
shaped vortices.10 Such structures are found to be partic
larly active sites for momentum and scalar transport.11 Due
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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to the presence of mean shear, these structures tend to
sess preferential spatial orientation;7,9,10 at least for the flow
times and Reynolds numbers investigated. Longitudinal v
tex tubes and the associatedv are found to orient upward
from the streamwise direction at angles of 20°–45°. This
due, in part, to stretching ofv by the extensional strain as
sociated with the mean shear. The generated strain f
these structures are presumed to enhance spanwise vor
which may then form lateral vortex layers.9 Preferential
alignment ofv andeb is also observed in these flows.6,7 In
general, however, these previous analyses have focusedv
and direct examination ofS has not been carried out. Al
though basic features of the early development of inclin
and hairpin-like structures have been described by consi
ing rapid distortion theory~RDT!,9,12 the complex nonlinear
interaction in the presence of mean shear is not fully und
stood.

In this paper, we consider the structure and dynam
associated with the coupled interaction ofv andS in homo-
geneous sheared turbulence. Results from DNS are inv
gated. In particular, we present characteristics ofS and P,
which previously have not been considered, in order to p
vide a more complete description of this flow. Results de
onstrate the dynamics described in the principal strain b
and further, depict the physical implications of the associa
mechanisms. The development of the observed directio
features is explained in terms of the influence of the impo
v andS on these mechanisms. This illustrates the effects
mean flow on small-scale motion. Such understanding ov
and S is requisite for the analysis of more complex flow
e.g., shear flows with stratification and buoyancy. With sh
and stratification, directional features inv and S affect the
behavior of the scalar~density! gradient,G. When buoyancy
effects are present,G will feedback on the flow and the
associated dynamics constitute a complex triadic interac
betweenv, S, andG.13

We begin with a brief summary of the analysis fram
work. This is followed by presentation of the DNS results

II. DYNAMICS OF v AND S

In the analysis of the coupled dynamics ofv andS, it is
advantageous to express Eqs.~1.1! and~1.2! in the principal
strain basis1

Dva

Dt
5ava1n¹2va1vbV̇ea2eb

1vgV̇ea2eg
,

Dvb

Dt
5bvb1n¹2vb1vaV̇eb2ea

1vgV̇eb2eg
, ~2.1!

Dvg

Dt
5gvg1n¹2vg1vaV̇eg2ea

1vbV̇eg2eb
,

Da

Dt
52a21

1

4
~vb

21vg
2!2P̃aa1n¹2a,
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Dt
52b21

1

4
~va

21vg
2!2P̃bb1n¹2b, ~2.2!
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whereP̃ denotes the pressure Hessian in this basis. The
three equations@Eq. ~2.1!# describe the evolution ofv in
which vortex stretching is clearly distinguished and the n
three equations@Eq. ~2.2!# govern the total rate of change o
the principal eigenvalues. In Eq.~2.1!, the third and fourth
terms on the right-hand-side represent changes in thev com-
ponents due toV̇ which gives the effective rate of rotation o
the principal axes,1 e.g.,

V̇ea2eb
[

Dea

Dt
•eb2n~¹2ea!•eb

52
1

a2b S 1

4
vavb1P̃a,bD . ~2.3!

Specifically, V̇ea2eb
represents the rate of rotation in th

plane comprised ofeb andea about an axis coinciding with
eg . The right-hand-side of Eq.~2.3! indicates that a rotation
of the principal axes may be induced by both local (vavb)

and nonlocal (P̃a,b) effects~designation of these effects a
local and nonlocal is explained below!.

By applying the assumptions of the restricted Eu
problem2,14 which considerP to be isotropic, Eq.~2.1!
becomes1

Dva

Dt
5ava2

1

4

vbva

a2b
vb2

1

4

vgva

a2g
vg ,

Dvb

Dt
5bvb1

1

4

vavb

a2b
va2

1

4

vgvb

b2g
vg , ~2.4!

Dvg

Dt
5gvg1

1

4

vavg

a2g
va1

1

4

vbvg

b2g
vb .

The second and third terms on the right-hand-side of
~2.4! are arranged so that the quantities in the denomina
e.g., (a2b), are always positive~based on the defined
a,b,g), and thus the signs preceding these terms indic
the resulting effect for each vorticity component. This sho
that localv, if misaligned with the principal axes, rotates th
principal axes in such a way to orientv away fromthe ea

direction andtowardsthat of eithereb or eg . Solutions to the
restricted Euler equations show that, for initially misalign
v, the limiting configuration in the presence of strain ge
eration, locally induced strain axes rotation, and vor
stretching–contraction is the alignment ofv with eb . Since
P is assumed isotropic, the equations are autonomous
effectively describe the local dynamics of a fluid particle2

The anisotropic component ofP, which contributes to theS
axes rotation, then represents deviation from the restric
Euler problem and, in this sense, is regarded as nonloca
fully developed turbulence, although a preference for alig
ment of v and eb is exhibited, overall, misalignment ofv
prevails. The propensity forv to orient towardseb in turbu-
lent flows suggests that this is the state in which events h
the longest duration.
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The previous study1 demonstrated these dynamics in is
tropic turbulence. We now consider the case of homo
neous shear flow in which an imposed meanv and S are
present.

III. DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A. Simulation description

The nondimensional parameters describing homo
neous sheared turbulence are the turbulent Reynolds nu
based on the Taylor microscale

Rel5
vl

n
5

v2/«

1/̂ v8&
, ~3.1!

which effectively gives the ratio of the time scale associa
with the large-scale turbulent motion to that of the sma
scale, and the Shear number

Sh5
v2/«

1/S
~3.2!

which is the ratio of the time scale of the large-scale tur
lence to that of the mean flow. Then

r v5
Rel

Sh
5

^v8&
S

, ~3.3!

indicates the relative strength of fluctuating vorticity to me
vorticity. In the above expressions,v is the rms velocity,« is
the energy dissipation rate,n is the kinematic viscosity, and
S is the mean shear.

Two sets of DNS of homogeneous shear flow results
considered in the analysis. These provide a range of Sh
Rel values thereby giving a range ofr v . The governing
equations describing the incompressible flow are the th
dimensional, time-dependent continuity and Navier–Sto
equations. Figure 1 shows the uniform mean velocity pro
U(z) corresponding to the mean shear and the coordin
system used.

The first set are the results of DNS of homogeneo
sheared turbulence that we have performed in order to ob
complete information on the flows. In these simulations,
computational domain is a finite cube with sides of lengthL,

FIG. 1. Sketch of mean velocity profile and coordinate system.
-
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containing 1283 grid points. The reference value for velocit
is DU5(dU/dz)refL. The nondimensional shearS is defined
as S5(L/DU)(dU/dz)ref51. Periodic boundary condition
are employed in thex ~streamwise! and y ~spanwise! direc-
tions and shear-periodic conditions15 in the z ~mean velocity
gradient! direction. The simulations are initialized with
fully developed isotropic velocity field obtained from simu
lations of unforced isotropic turbulence. The numerical so
tion employs a pseudospectral method. Details of the co
putational procedures are given elsewhere.7,15 Simulations
have been performed for various parameter values. Here
present results for two cases, parameterized by their in
values. In the first case, Rel0

524, Sh051.5; thusr v0
516.

We will refer to this simulation as RLOW1. In the secon
case, Rel0

529, Sh0516.0; thusr v0
51.8. We will refer to

this simulation as RLOW2. The two flows have compara
Rel0

but differ significantly inr v0
.

The second set of DNS used in the analysis are thos
Jacobitz et al.16,17 These spectral simulations of homog
neous shear flow provide single time data sets at additio
Sh and Rel values. In the results presented here, Rl0

544.7 and Sh052.0. Thus,r v0
522.4. Since the Rel0

is
higher than the RLOW flows, we designate this simulation
RHIGH. The database provides full flow field data at tw
different nondimensional times, St53 and St59, represent-
ing relatively early and later times in the development of t
flow. These simulations are also initialized with fully deve
oped isotropic turbulence. Complete details are giv
elsewhere.16

The overall behavior of the RLOW and RHIGH flow
are similar; after a short period of decay due to the init
isotropic conditions,17 the turbulent kinetic energy increase
in time for the duration of the simulations. In this study, w
focus our attention on small-scale~derivative! quantities.
From the computed flow field, various quantities associa
with the velocity gradient tensor (v and S) and pressure
HessianP are evaluated. FromS, the three principal eigen
values (a>b>g) and corresponding eigenvecto
(ea , eb , eg) are evaluated. Similarly,P is evaluated and
the principal eigenvalues (f1>f2>f3) are determined
along with their corresponding eigenvectors,f1, f2, f3. En-
semble ~spatial! averaged quantities will be denoted b
bracketŝ &. Time is nondimensionalized byS.

B. Conditional sampling

In the results to be presented, conditional statistics as
ciated with distinct high amplitude events are consider
Recall that thelocal flow can be characterized in terms of th
invariants of the velocity gradient tensor. For an incompre
ible flow, the three invariants may be expressed as1

I 52~a1b1g!50, ~3.4!

II 5 1
2 ~v2/22S2!, ~3.5!

III 52abg2 1
4~ava

21bvb
21gvg

2!. ~3.6!

Local flow conditions may therefore be represented by
point in the II 2III plane. Figure 2 shows joint probabilit
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FIG. 2. Joint probability distribution
of the tensor invariantsII and III
~normalized by^v2& and ^v2&3/2, re-
spectively! for ~a! RLOW1: r v0

516,
St56, ~b! RHIGH: r v0

522.4, St59.
Contour values correspond to
log(106 P 11) whereP is the prob-
ability. The minimum and maximum
contour levels are 2.0 and 4.5, respe
tively, where the latter corresponds t
the inner most contour.
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distributions in the II 2III plane for the RLOW1 and
RHIGH flow fields. The values ofII andIII are normalized
by ^v2& and ^v2&3/2, respectively, for the given time. Th
zero discriminant curve which separates complex and
eigenvalues is included in these plots. The distributions
both flows are generally similar showing highest probabi
occurring near the origin and distinct preferences for the
per left and lower right quadrants as is observed in vari
turbulent flows.18 As discussed by Nomura and Post,1 path-
lines for a Burgers vortex tube appear as straight lines
tending from the lower right to upper left quadrant in t
II 2III plane; the observed features, therefore, suggest
presence of stretched vortices.

Based on the observedII 2III preferences, we selec
three conditional samples for this study and these are
ferred to by the particular quadrant or region of theII 2III
plane that they represent. By definition ofII ~3.5!, the QII
(II .0, III ,0) sample is comprised of rotation-dominat
events while the QIV (II ,0, III .0) sample is comprised
of strain-dominated events. These samples are restricte
events relatively far from the origin in theII 2III plane,
AII 21III 2>r th ~where II and III are the normalized val
ues!. We also consider a sample Q0 comprised of region
comparable and high levels ofv2/2 and S2 (II ;0, v2

>r th^v
2&). Thus, Q0 represents high amplitude events at

origin of the II 2III plane. In each sample, the thresho
level r th is adjusted so that the sample size is;5% of the
total grid points.

In general, we expect that these high-amplitude eve
will more clearly display and emphasize the associated c
acteristic behavior for the sampled region. As will be d
cussed in the next section, isosurfaces identified byII exhibit
fundamentally distinct spatial structure. Implications ofIII
on structure have also been demonstrated.1 Conditional sam-
pling based on the invariants will therefore extract charac
al
f

-
s

x-

he

e-

to

of

e

ts
r-

-

r-

istics and behavior associated with particular structure. C
sideration of II will also assist in distinguishing variou
mechanisms by considering the relative significance of ro
tion versus strain.

C. Structure of v and S

In this section, we present structural characteristics
the RHIGH (r v0

522.4) flow in which^v8& is significant.

As discussed in the Introduction, distinct spatial structu
are present in homogeneous sheared turbulence. Here
consider the spatial structure of regions characterized byII .
Figure 3 shows three-dimensional visualizations of isosc
surfaces of high positive values ofII . The figure displays
both top and side views of the flow at St53 @Figs. 3~a! and
3~b!# and St59 @Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!#. As shown in Nomura
and Post,1 high amplitudeII .0 regions in isotropic turbu-
lence exhibit tube-like spatial structure. In this flow, how
ever, the structures exhibit distinct spatial orientation. Fr
the side views@Figs. 3~b! and 3~d!#, we see that the tube
orient at ;20°–45° from the streamwise direction wit
slightly smaller angles at the later time. The top views sh
that early in time@Fig. 3~a!#, the tubes generally orient alon
the streamwise direction while later@Fig. 3~c!#, the tubes
incline towards the spanwise direction. We have also visu
ized high amplitude strain-dominated (II ,0) and Q0 (II
;0) regions~not shown!. TheII ,0 regions do not coincide
with rotation-dominated structures although they tend to
cur in their vicinity. In general, these regions are not as g
metrically distinct as those ofII .0; the corresponding isos
calar surfaces are irregular and tend to be m
discontinuous with limited spatial extent. The Q0 regio
~comparable rotation and strain! tend to form sheet-like
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FIG. 3. Three-dimensional visualizations (643 subdomain of computational box! of high amplitude rotation dominated (II .0) regions in homogeneous shea
flow ~RHIGH!; ~a! top view, St53, ~b! side view, St53, ~c! top view, St59, ~d! side view, St59. Isoscalar surfaces represent same threshold magnitud
II ~0.6̂ v2&) in all cases.
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structures with significant spatial extent in the streamw
and spanwise directions. These structures tend to tilt fr
the horizontal in the spanwise direction.

In order to investigate the flow structure in detail, w
examine the spatial orientation ofv and the eigenvectors o
S. The orientation of any vectorv in the coordinate spac
can be defined by the angle pair (upitch,uyaw) whereupitch is
the angle of the vector from its projection in thex2y ~hori-
zontal! plane anduyaw is the angle of the projection in th
x2y plane from the positivey axis ~see Fig. 4!. Since~0°,
0°! is the orientation of the vorticityv̄ associated with the
mean shear, the angle pair gives the orientation of a ve
e
m

or

with respect to this reference direction. Joint probability d
tributions ~JPD! for (upitch,uyaw) should then indicate the
most probable orientation for a given sample. With the g
ometry as defined, however, it can be shown that the pr
ability density function of a random vector to orient at
particularupitch is 1

2cosupitch, i.e., there is inherently a greate
probability for upitch50° than forupitch590°. To eliminate
this bias, the quantity sinupitch rather thanupitch is used to
generate the angle pair JPD plots which effectively indic
the probable (upitch,uyaw).

The orientation of instantaneousv in the total flow field
~not shown! is in agreement with previous studies.7,9,10 The
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distribution at early time~St53! displays peaks correspond
ing to (upitch,uyaw)5(635°,660°). At a later time~St59!,
the distribution remains nearly the same althoughuyaw tends
to increase by;5°–10°. Distributions forv in the QII and

FIG. 4. Definition of the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of a vector in 3D
~three-dimensional! cartesian coordinates.
Q0 conditional samples are shown in Fig. 5. In the Q
sample@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#, at the early time, a preferenc
of v to orient at;~630°, 680°! is indicated while at the
later time, uyaw exhibits a greater range of values630°
aboutuuyawu590°. This is generally consistent with the or
entation of the structures in Fig. 3. In Q0@Figs. 5~c! and
5~d!#, the spanwise component becomes progressively m
significant in time. At St59, a dominant positive spanwis
component and a range ofupitch is exhibited. The distribu-
tions for QIV ~not shown! at both early and later times re
semble those of Q0 at St59. In general, the combined resul
of QII and Q0 regions capture the dominant features ofv in
the total flow.

Figure 6 shows (upitch,uyaw) for the fluctuating vorticity

v85v2v̄ for the QII and Q0 samples at St59. Note that in
both samples, the peaks inv8 occur atuuyawu.90° as com-
pared with uuyawu<90° for v ~Fig. 5!. In QII, there is a
tendency towards smalleruupitchu which develops in time. In
the strain-dominated QIV regions~not shown!, there is gen-
erally greater variation in the direction ofv8. At early time,
the peaks are similar to those in Q0 and exhibituuyawu
FIG. 5. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of v for RHIGH: ~a! QII, St53, ~b! QII, St59, ~c! Q0, St53, ~d! Q0,
St59 ~sample thresholds are QII:r th50.40 and Q0:r th51.3).
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FIG. 6. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of v8 for RHIGH ~St59!: ~a! QII, ~b! Q0.
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.90° while later in time, a preference foruyaw50° devel-
ops. In all samples, the probability curves for bothv andv8
tend to follow a reverse ‘‘S’’ shape. As noted by Rogers a
Moin,10 this shape resembles the curve representing a p
aligned with they axis and inclined upwards from the hor
zontal at 45° from the positivex axis @see Figs. 9~a! and
9~c!#. We will refer to this plane as the ‘‘S1-plane’’ of
which the significance will later be explained.

We now consider the orientation of the principal axes
S. Recall that the lines of action ofēa , ēb , and ēg associ-
ated with the mean shear are (645°,690°), (0°,0°), and
(645°,790°), respectively. Here, we consider the~posi-
tive! direction of the eigenvectors as designated by the lo
vorticity.1 Figures 7~a!–7~c! gives the angle pair JPDs for th
total flow at St59. The distributions at the earlier time~not
shown! are generally similar; the peaks occur at nearly
same locations although the distributions show less variat
This suggests that some condition of equilibrium is est
lished. In the JPD forea , the shape of the distribution gen
erally follows theS1-plane curve. Note that the peaks occ
at uuyawu.90°. In the JPD foreg @Fig. 7~c!#, the distributions
follow a forward ‘‘S’’-shape suggesting thateg lies nearly in
the plane orthogonal to theS1-plane, i.e., theS2-plane
which is inclined from the horizontal at245° from the posi-
tive x axis. The corresponding peaks ineg occur at uuyawu
,90°. The orientation ofeb must of course be mutually
orthogonal toea and eg . The distribution in Fig. 7~b! sug-
gests thateb tends to lie nearly in theS1-plane although the
curves also extend outward somewhat towards the direc
of ēg .

The orientation of the eigenvectors in the condition
samples are also examined. In the QII sample at early t
~St53, not shown!, ea exhibitsuuyawu.90° whileeb exhibits
a range 0°,uuyawu,90°. At later time@St59, Figs. 7~d!–
7~f!#, the distributions ofea and eb become less distinc
while theS2-plane curve shape is maintained ineg . In the
case of Q0@Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!#, theS1-plane curve inea is
more apparent although the peaks indicate thatea tends to
orient nearly in the direction ofēa . In QIV @Figs. 8~c! and
d
ne

f

al

e
n.
-

r

n

l
e

8~d!#, ea tends to orient in the spanwise direction whileeb

orients nearēa . The orientation ofeg in Q0 and QIV ~not
shown! is similar to that in the total flow@Fig. 7~c!#. Note
that the peaks in the total flow JPDs@Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!# do
not necessarily correspond with those of the stra
dominated QIV sample@Figs. 8~c! and 8~d!#. In particular,
the peak in theea distribution for QIV @Fig. 8~c!# corre-
sponds to the secondary peak in the corresponding distr
tion of the total flow@Fig. 7~a!#. Thus, in regards to direc
tional features inS, Q0 and QIV regions together general
capture the dominant features observed in the total flow.

D. Dynamics of v and S

We now consider the dynamics associated with the
served directional features. As discussed, the coupled
namics ofv andS are effectively described in the principa
strain basis~2.1! and ~2.2!. In addition to direct interaction
through vortex stretching,v andS interact through locally-
and nonlocally induced rotation of the principal axes a
generation of strain. We first consider the interaction ofv
andS under conditions in which locally, the imposed me
flow dominates, i.e., the principal strain axes essentially
incide with those of the mean flow@Fig. 9~a!# and the mean
vorticity v̄5S is effectivelyvb . Amplification due to vor-
tex stretching in the initially isotropic field will be greate
~and persist! for the fluctuating componentv8 in the direc-
tion of the largest extensional strain,ēa . The resultant v

will then lie in the plane containingēb (v̄) andēa , i.e., the
S1-plane. Apredominant misalignmentof v with respect to
the principal axes is thereby established which induces a
tation of the axes. This is illustrated in Fig. 9~b! which shows
the S1-plane and associated quantities. The correspond
rate of rotation is given by Eq.~2.3!,

~3.7!
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FIG. 7. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of eigenvectors for RHIGH at St59; total flow: ~a! ea , ~b! eb , ~c! eg ,
and QII conditioned sample:~d! ea , ~e! eb , ~f! eg .
-

-

n

Thus, if the eigenvectors initially coincide withēa and ēb ,
locally induced rotation by misalignedv, i.e., vavb , will
reorientea andeb in the S1-plane. As indicated by the re
stricted Euler equations@Eq. ~2.4!#, the sense of rotation is
such thatea is directedaway from v. For the assumed con
ditions, this would result inuuyawu.90° for ea . Further am-
plification of va will occur along the altered principal strai
axes @dashed lines in Fig. 9~b!#. If these local effects are
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FIG. 8. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of ea andeb eigenvectors for Q0 and QIV samples at St59 ~RHIGH!:
~a! ea , Q0, ~b! eb , Q0, ~c! ea , QIV, ~d! eb , QIV ~sample threshold for QIV:r th50.35).
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significant,v, v8, ea , and eb will occur primarily in the
S1-plane which corresponds to a reverse ‘‘S’’-shaped cu
in the sin(upitch)2uyaw plot @Fig. 9~c!#.

In the above scenario, it is assumed thatv lies in the
S1-plane andeg remains stationary. However, the presen
of v8 in other directions~isotropic initial conditions! will
vary the rotation of the principal axes. Recall that the dis
bution for eg in the total flow @Fig. 7~c!# follows the
S2-plane curve with those ofeb extending outward in this
direction as shown in Fig. 7~b!. This indicates the occurrenc
of rotation ofeg andeb about the axis ofea , i.e.,

~3.8!

which is induced locally by misaligned vorticity,vbvg . In
this case, Eq.~2.4! indicates that the sense of rotation is su
that eg is directedtowardsv. For the assumed condition
this would result inuuyawu,90° for eg . We expect the sig-
nificance of Eq.~3.8! to be less sincevg weakens under
e

e

-

vortex contraction. In general, the simultaneous reorienta

of the three principal axes given byV̇ may result in rather
complex trajectories and lead to large variations in orien
tions.

The spatial orientations of the eigenvectors in the to
flow @Figs. 7~a!–7~c!# are consistent with the described d
namics. The shape of the distributions indicate the occ
rence of Eq.~3.7! in theS1-plane and~3.8! in theS2-plane;
the former prevailing. The locations of the peaks inea andeg

are also consistent with the directions of the correspond
axes rotation. In the case ofeb , since both Eqs.~3.7! and
~3.8! are occurring, more complex distributions of its orie
tation are expected. Since the rates of locally induced ro
tion are proportional to the vorticity components, these
fects may be particularly significant in QII regions. Rec
that in QII, the prevailing orientation of total vorticityv is
uuyawu,90° @Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!# while that of the fluctuating
componentv8 is uuyawu.90° @Fig. 6~a!# which are consisten
with the described dynamics@Fig. 9~b!#. The eigenvector ori-
entations@Figs. 7~d!–7~f!# are also consistent. However, re
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FIG. 9. S-plane structure and dynamics;~a! coordinate system with principal strain eigenvector directions corresponding to mean shear,~b! diagram of
S1-plane indicating locally induced rotation~clockwise! of the principal axes,~c! S1-plane curve on sin(upitch) vs uyaw plot. Note ‘‘s’’ indicates orientation

of ēa , ‘d ’ indicates orientation ofēb , and arrows indicate trajectories of principal axes. Upper right quadrant associated with theclockwiserotation of the
principal axes as indicated in~b! while lower left quadrant associated with acounterclockwiserotation occurring inS1-plane.
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sults for Q0 and QIV~Fig. 8! also show evidence ofS-plane
dynamics. In high strain regions, strain generation is sign
cant and acts to promote positiveb which will then tend to
approacha.1 This will effectively enhance the induced rota
tion through the prefactor in Eq.~3.7!, i.e., 1/(a2b),
thereby retaining its significance in Q0 and QIV regions.
Q0, theS1-plane curve shape in the distribution ofea ap-
pears particularly evident@Fig. 8~a!#. In QIV @Figs. 8~c! and
8~d!#, the predominant orientations ofea andeb are switched
from that of the mean flow.

The directional preferences observed in RHIGH are a
exhibited by the RLOW1 flow. The results are quite simi
at early times when the values ofr v(t) are comparable and
relatively high. We note in RHIGH,r v(t)510 at St59 while
in RLOW1, r v(t)59 at St52. Figure 10 shows JPDs forea
-

o
r

and eb at a later time in RLOW1~St56, r v(t)57). The
JPDs generally remain similar to those at earlier time
though some differences are noted. In QII and Q0, the
tributions show less variation and there is greater distinct
between the two samples. In particular, the extent of rota
of ea andeb in QII is observed to be greater. From the Q
results, we see thateb exhibits a preference foruyaw;0°. In
the case of QIV, at earlier times~not shown!, the distribu-
tions of ea and eb are similar to that in the RHIGH flow
@Figs. 8~c! and 8~d!#, and we noteea tends to orient nearly in
the spanwise(0°,0°) direction. At St56 @Figs. 10~c! and
10~f!#, the JPDs indicate a reorientation of the axes. Th
results suggest that QIV regions may be particularly se
tive to flow conditions as characterized byr v.
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FIG. 10. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of eigenvectorsea andeb for QII, Q0, and QIV conditional samples
at St56 ~RLOW1!: ~a!–~c! ea , ~d!–~f! eb ~sample thresholds are QII:r th50.35, Q0:r th51.3, QIV: r th50.30).
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Since the describedS-plane dynamics result from th
influence of the imposedv andS, we expect that these fea
tures will be more prominent in lowr v flows. Recall in the
RLOW2 flow, Rel0

is comparable to that of RLOW1, how
ever,r v0
51.8. Thus,v8 is comparable toS. Since the~non-

dimensional! time scale associated with the fluctuating vo
ticity should be of orderS/v851/r v , the development of
the S-plane dynamics will be more readily observed in th
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FIG. 11. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of ea , eb , andeg for QII sample:~a!–~c! nonlinear (r th50.25),
~d!–~f! linear (r th50.20) results~RLOW2 simulation—St51.0!.
in
ed
a

ar
flow. To further investigate the dynamics and help dist
guish nonlinear effects, a simulation of the lineariz
Navier–Stokes equations using the same inital flow field
RLOW2 was also performed.
-

s

At early times, characteristics of the nonlinear and line
RLOW2 flows are similar. Figure 11 shows results for St51
for QII. We see from the distributions ofeb and eg the oc-
currence of Eq.~3.8!, i.e., S2-plane dynamics. In these
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flows, v̄ is significant (r v;1) and since QII consists of hig
v2, this sampling initially favorsv8 oriented towards the

positivey axis ~sincev̄ is in this direction!. This implies that

va!vb'v̄ and thus, theextent of rotationin theS1-plane,
i.e., rotation ofeb towardsv and ea away fromv, will be
small. This results in ashortertrajectory along theS1-plane
curve as indicated by the JPDs ofea @Figs. 11~a! and 11~d!#
in which the peaks correspond touyaw only slightly beyond
690°. Since the sense of rotation in theS2-plane is such
thateg rotates towardsv @Eq. ~2.4!#, the extent of rotation in
this plane will be larger, i.e.,eg must rotate further to align
with v. This corresponds to alonger trajectory along the
S2-plane curve which is clearly evidenced in Figs. 11~e! and
11~f!. These results indicate the significance of local geo
etry and the association withr v .

At later times, the nonlinear and linear flows genera
differ although some similarities are maintained. Figure
shows the orientation ofea for each of the conditiona
samples at St56. In comparing the nonlinear RLOW2 resul
@Figs. 12~a!–12~c!# with those of RLOW1 @Figs. 10~a!–
10~c!#, we see that in the case of QII and Q0, the correspo
ing results show the same basic features. In QII,ea @Fig.
12~a!# exhibits uuyawu.90° while tending towards lowe
upitch values. In the case of the linear flow@Fig. 12~d!#, there
is significantly less variation in the orientation ofea and
higher upitch is maintained. In Q0@Fig. 12~b!#, ea exhibits

‘‘C’’-shaped distributions about the location ofēa . The
similarity of the linear flow@Fig. 12~e!# indicates that Q0
regions are dominated by linear effects. The correspond
orientations ofeb andeg in the linear flow are shown in Fig
13. As indicated in Fig. 13~a!, the orientation ofeb exhibits a
preference foruyaw;0° with a range ofupitch, i.e., eb tends
to orient in they2z plane. From Fig. 13~b!, we see thateg

tends to exhibit ‘‘C’’-shaped distributions aboutēg . These
basic features are also exhibited in the nonlinear RLO
flow ~not shown!. The simultaneous rotation ofea and eg

may explain the observed behavior ofeb . In QIV regions of
the nonlinear flow@Fig. 12~c!#, the distributions tend to differ
from those in RLOW1 and RHIGH withea orienting more

closely to ēa . In the linear case@Fig. 12~f!#, a similar ten-
dency forea to reorient is exhibited although the spanwi
direction appears to be conspicuously avoided.

Thus far, we have considered only local effects. We n

consider thenet rate of rotationV̇ea2eb
@Eq. ~3.7!# which

includes the effects ofP̃. Probability distributions ofV̇ea2eb

and the separate components indicate that negative valu

V̇ea2eb
correspond to the dominance of locally induced

tation (2vavb/4(a2b)) while positive values correspon
to the dominance and positivity of nonlocally induced ro

tion (2P̃ab /(a2b)). In general, locally induced rotatio

tends to dominate. The expected value^V̇ea2eb
&ea

, condi-

tioned on the orientation ofea , was also evaluated~not

shown!. Distributions of^V̇ea2eb
&ea

for a given conditional

sample are similar in all three flows and indicate that
most probable orientations ofea are generally associate
with moderately low rotation rates which will tend to hav
-

2

d-

g

2

of

-

-

e

longer duration. Overall, the most active regions exhibiti

the highest magnitudes ofV̇ea2eb
are those of QII. From the

correspondinĝV̇ea2eb
&ea

, we find that asea orients towards

the horizontal, reduced rotation rates are observed. Co
tional expectation of the nonlocally induced rotation~not
shown! shows significant positive values associated w
these events which may be acting to redirectea . Additional
statistics indicate that nonlocally induced rotation is m
significant in these regions and, as will be shown, tends
counteract locally induced rotation.

In Q0 regions,̂ V̇ea2eb
&ea

exhibits negative and rathe

uniform, moderately low magnitudes along the ‘‘C’’-shape
distribution in ea . We now discuss the dynamics of the
regions in more detail. Recall that the positive direction~ori-
entation! of ea is defined by the projection ofv on the line of
action ofea . In the S1-plane scenario, initial amplification

of v8 is along ēa . If v8@v̄, the extent of rotation ofea

~away fromv) will be significant. However, asea reorients
along theS1-plane curve from (645°,690°) and towards
(0°,6180°), a will contribute to amplification of spanwise
v. If this is significant,v will become oriented further to-

wards the spanwise direction. However, negativeV̇ea2eb
will

continue to act to redirectea away fromv. The associated
trajectory of ea is along a segment of theS1-plane curve
corresponding to uuyawu,90° with direction towards
(745°,790°). The probable orientations forea would thus

comprise ‘‘C’’-shaped curves centered near theēa positions
in the angle pair plot. We expect the described process to
significant in Q0 regions where bothv andS are significant.
The processes are linear and thus observed in the linear
@Fig. 12~e!#. We note that at later times~St.6!, the orienta-
tion of theS axes associated with this sample do not chan
significantly suggesting that the described dynamics es
lish an effective quasi-equilibrium condition.

In the case of QIV regions, although the orientation ofea

differs between RLOW1 and RLOW2, the distributions

^V̇ea2eb
&ea

are found to be similar. We may expect th

strain-dominated regions will depend on the relative sign

cance of backgroundv8 and v̄, i.e., r v . In QIV regions of

RLOW2, v̄ remains significant andv will tend to orient
towards the spanwise direction. The extent of rotation in

S1-plane will not be great andea remains nearēa @Fig.
12~c!#. In the RLOW1 ~and RHIGH! flow, the fluctuating
fields dominate. Results from RLOW1 at very early tim
(St!1) show nearly isotropic orientation inv and ea . As

the flow develops,v8 is established in the direction ofēa and
this is followed by a preferential orientation ofea in the
spanwise direction. The former observation suggests the
nificance of persistent straining. Later in time~St56!, v
tends to orient towards the spanwise direction due to am

fication of v̄. We also observe a tendency for redirection
ea away from the spanwise direction@Fig. 10~c!# consistent

with the associated negative^V̇ea2eb
&ea

. In the RHIGH flow,
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FIG. 12. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientation (upitch ,uyaw) of ea for QII, Q0, and QIV conditional samples:~a!–~c! nonlinear,
~d!–~f! linear results~RLOW2 simulation at St56.0. Sample thresholds for nonlinear results are QII:r th50.15, Q0:r th51.3, QIV: r th50.12. Thresholds for
linear results are QII:r th50.10, Q0:r th51.3, QIV: r th50.08).
-

an he
the relative significance ofv is much weaker and may ex
plain the higher probability forea to remain in this direction
@Fig. 8~c!#. Strain-dominated regions may thereby sustain
isotropy in the flow asr v increases.
-

We now consider characteristics ofP̃ in more detail. As
discussed earlier, the effects ofP̃ab are significant in QII
regions of the flow. Figure 14 shows a scatter plot of t
locally- and nonlocally induced rotation terms in Eq.~3.7!
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for the QII sample in the nonlinear and linear RLOW2 flow

In the nonlinear flow@Fig. 14~a!#, the behavior is similar to
that in isotropic turbulence1 and indicates a strong negativ

correlation, i.e., the nonlocally induced rotation2P̃ab /(a
2b) tends to counteract the locally induced rotation
2vavb/4(a2b). The same behavior is exhibited in th
RHIGH and RLOW1 flows. As indicated by thêV̇ea2eb

&ea

results, the implication is to effectively impede the rotati
of the strain axes by redirectingea . In QII of the linear flow

@Fig. 14~b!#, values of2P̃ab /(a2b) are reduced consider
ably. In the case of Q0~not shown!, the behavior of the
nonlinear and linear flows are quite similar. In QIV~also not

shown!, 2P̃ab /(a2b) tends to become uncorrelated wi
2vavb/4(a2b), particularly in the higherr v flows.

As discussed in Nomura and Post,1 the correlation be-

tween 2vavb/4(a2b) and 2P̃ab /(a2b) exhibited by
QII events in isotropic turbulence is associated with
strong tendency forv to align with the eigenvectorf3 corre-
sponding to the smallest eigenvalue ofP, f3 , in rotation-

FIG. 13. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientat
(upitch ,uyaw) of ~a! eb and ~b! eg for Q0 conditional sample in linear flow
~RLOW2 simulation—St56.0!.
.

e

dominated regions. Figure 15 shows the conditional exp
tation of cosu conditioned on the value ofII ~for III ,0)
indicating the relative orientation ofv with each of the
eigenvectors ofS andP ~here,u is the angle betweenv and
eigenvector!. The nonlinear flow@Fig. 15~a!# again exhibits
behavior similar to isotropic turbulence;1 that is, an increas-
ing tendency forv to align with f3 with increasing~positive!
II . This tendency is much stronger than that associated w
the alignment ofv with eb . In the case of the linear flow
@Fig. 15~b!#, the tendency for alignment ofv with f3 is not
exhibited at high positiveII . In fact, there are no strong

FIG. 14. Scatter plots showing correlation between2P̃ab /(a2b) and
2vavb/4(a2b) for QII conditional sample~RLOW2—St56.0!; ~a! non-
linear and~b! linearized shear flow. Values are normalized by^v2&1/2.
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tendencies for any alignment in these regions. The prefe
tial alignment that occurs is that ofv andeb which develops
in regions associated withII '0 which include Q0 events
This is, of course, an attribute of the uniform shear flow.

Probability distributions of the eigenvalues ofP in QII
for the fully nonlinear shear flow~not shown! indicate f3

values nearly zero while the other two eigenvalues are p
tive. The physical implication of the alignment ofv with f3,
wheref3;0, in high II .0 regions is the presence of cylin
drical spatial structure as indicated by the Burgers vor
tube.1 As observed in Fig. 3,II .0 regions do exhibit similar
geometric structure. The spatial orientation off3 in QII re-
gions of RHIGH is shown in Fig. 16. The location of th
peaks are near those ofv @Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. However,
there is a subtle difference in the shape of the distributio
As the flow develops, the peaks off3 maintainuyaw5690°
indicating a strong streamwise component. It is expected
mean advection will incline these structures towards
streamwise direction.9 This may explain the observed beha

FIG. 15. Conditional expectation of cosu indicating relative orientation
betweenv and each of the eigenvectors ofS and P ~conditioned on the
value of II with III ,0) for ~a! nonlinear and~b! linearized shear flow
~RLOW2—St56.0!.
n-

i-

x

s.

at
e

ior of f3 which is associated with the pressure field. As su
gested by Fig. 12~a! and the^V̇ea2eb

&ea
results, the induced

rotation of theS axes throughP̃ tends to redirect, e.g.,ea

away from theS1-plane course. The absence of these effe
in the linear flow is indicated in Fig. 12~d! which showsea

maintaining higher values ofupitch.
Characteristics ofP are thus influenced by the prox

mate spatial structure. The implications ofP on the dynam-
ics are established in the strain basis@Eqs.~2.1!–~2.2!#. Prob-
ability distributions of the normalized strain bas

componentsP̃i j for the QII sample in the nonlinear and lin
ear flows are shown in Fig. 17. The behavior of the nonlin
flow is again similar as that of isotropic turbulence1 while the
linear flow exhibits distributions which are nearly symmet
about zero. In QII regions of the nonlinear flow@Fig. 17~a!#,
the diagonal components dominate and all three exhibit p
dominantly positive values~recall tr@P#52II 5v2/22S2).

The magnitudes of the off-diagonal components ofP̃ are

FIG. 16. Joint probability distributions indicating the angles of orientati
(upitch ,uyaw) of P eigenvector,f3, for QII sample~RHIGH!: ~a! St53, ~b!
St59.
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generally smaller andP̃ab is the dominant component wit
its peak occurring at a negative value. In QII regions of

linear flow @Fig. 17~b!#, P̃ appears to be nearly isotrop
~note in the linearized equations, tr@P#Þv2/22S2). Visual-
ization of high amplitude rotation-dominated isosurfaces
the linear flow~not shown! show elongated structures th
incline from the streamwisex direction withupitch,45° and
uyaw;90°. However, based on the characteristics ofP,
these structures are not consistent with vortex tubes.
likely that these isosurfaces represent regions of concentr
v2 reorganized by mean advection rather than what are c
sidered to becoherentstructures. In the case of Q0~not

FIG. 17. Probability distributions of the strain basis componentsP̃i j ~nor-
malized by^v2&) for QII conditional sample:~a! nonlinear and~b! linear-
ized shear flow~RLOW2—St56.0!.
e

n

is
ed
n-

shown!, the distributions ofP̃ for the nonlinear and linea
flow are similar consistent with the dominance of linear
fects in these regions. In QIV~also not shown!, although the
linear flow exhibits a more symmetric distribution, the dia
onal components remain somewhat negatively skewed.

Figure 18 shows the joint probability of theII 2III in-
variants for the nonlinear and linear RLOW2 flows. The no
linear flow @Fig. 18~a!# is similar to those of RLOW1 and
RHIGH ~Fig. 2! although the distribution is more confine
for II .0. This may be associated with the greater sign
cance of the imposed mean strain as suggested by the
gers vortex model.1 In the linear flow@Fig. 18~b!#, the pref-
erence for the upper left~QII! quadrant is not as strong an
the distribution of points in the upper half plane (II .0) is
more symmetric. As indicated by Eq.~2.2!, localv generates
positive strain in the orthogonal plane. In the nonlinear flo
initial amplification of va will promote positiveb. In the
linear flow, early time amplification ofva will not directly
promoteb since this is a nonlinear effect. Probability distr
butions of the principal eigenvalues for QII in the linear flo
~not shown! indicate a development towards symmetric d
tributions with the peak inb approaching zero. This is con
sistent with the more vertical distribution of points observ
in the upper halfII 2III plane~Fig. 18! and suggests devel
opment towards a locally two-dimensional state in rotatio
dominated regions. In the nonlinear flow, a positive ske
ness in the distribution ofb is maintained indicating active
vortex stretching and associated energy transfer. In regar
strain-dominated regions, the preference for the lower ri
~QIV! quadrant observed in the nonlinear flows is ma

tained by the linear flow. This may be due to the effects ofP̃
which tend to be retained in these regions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the structure and dynamics ass
ated with the interaction of vorticityv and rate-of-strainS in
homogeneous sheared turbulence. In particular, charact
tics of S and the pressure HessianP, which previously have
not been considered, are presented. The coupled dynami
v and S are effectively described in the principal stra
basis1 which distinguishes vortex stretching and rotation
the principal axes ofS. The latter mechanism includes bo
local and nonlocal effects and is associated with misalig
v with respect to the principal axes. Nonlocal effects a
through the anisotropic part ofP. To investigate the dynam
ics in detail, conditional sampling based on the invariants
the velocity gradient tensor is employed. This differentia
structure and assists in distinguishing various mechanism
considering the relative significance of rotation versus stra
In general, the high amplitude conditional samples capt
the basic features observed in the total flow. Comparison
the results with those of isotropic turbulence establish g
erality of the described dynamics; the underlying behavior
v andS is found to be similar in these flows. In the case
shear, the physical implications of the associated mec
nisms and, in particular, the relevance of local geometry
revealed.
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FIG. 18. Joint probability distribution
of the tensor invariantsII and III
~normalized by^v2& and ^v2&3/2, re-
spectively! for nonlinear and linear
flows ~RLOW2—St56.0!. Contour
values correspond to log(106 P 11)
whereP is the probability. The mini-
mum and maximum contour levels ar
2.0 and 4.5, respectively, where th
latter corresponds to the inner mos
contour.
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Due to the imposed mean shear, the spatial orientatio
v and the principal axes ofS exhibit distinct directional
preferences. Initial stretching of fluctuatingv by mean ex-
tensional strain and the presence of mean vorticity establi
predominantmisalignment ofv with respect to the principa
axes of S. This results in locally induced rotation of th
principal axes which establishes preferential orientation inS
thereby directing further development ofv8. As in isotropic
turbulence, high amplitude rotation-dominated regions
characterized by tube-like spatial structure as indicated
the strong alignment ofv with the eigenvector ofP corre-
sponding to its smallest~nearly zero! eigenvalue. This pro-
duces a counteracting nonlocally induced rotation of
principal axes which thereby affects the orientation ofS in
these regions. In the presence of mean shear, the eigen
tors ofP in these regions also exhibit directional preferen
which may include the influence of mean advection. In
gions with significantS, the behavior of the principal strain
effectively enhances the rate of rotation of the strain axes
that it remains important. In regions where bothv andS are
significant, reorientation of theS axes will contribute to am-
plification of spanwisev which, in turn, will affect the rela-
tive orientation ofv. TheS axes tend to equilibrate in thes
regions as a result of this feedback. These primarily lin
effects result in a predominance of spanwise and verticav.
In high amplitude strain-dominated regions, the orientat
of the S axes is particularly sensitive tor v5v8/S since the
extent of rotation of the axes is dependent on local geom
which is associated with the relative significance ofv̄.

Simulation results of the linearized Navier–Stokes eq
tions exhibit similar early time local dynamics. Howeve
they lack the distinct nonlocal features present in the non
ear flow. In particular, characteristics ofP differ signifi-
cantly. The strain basis components exhibit nearly symme
distributions about zero. This suggests the absence of no
of
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cal effects as represented by the restricted Euler equation
which isotropicP acts to preserve the volume of a flu
element with no directional distinction. In high amplitud
rotation-dominated regions in fully nonlinear flow,P exhib-
its distinct directionality with respect tov due to the pres-
ence of spatial structure. In the corresponding regions of
linear flow, such directionality does not exist. This indicat
that the~nonlinear! influence of the surrounding flow is ab
sent, i.e., there is no spatialcoherence.

In general, the characteristics ofP are similar in both
isotropic and homogeneous sheared turbulence and is co
tent with similar small-scale structure. Although the stru
tures tend to exhibit preferential spatial orientation in t
shear flow, this does not appear to affect measures in
strain basis, e.g., therelativeorientation of small-scale quan
tities. We expect that the effects associated with the m
flow will be weaker in flows with highr v;Rel /Sh. The
shorter timescales result in considerable variation in spa
orientation of the principal axes. In particular, rotatio
dominated regions are controlled by fluctuatingv and thus
tend to exhibit increasing variation as the flow develo
However, as the present results show, preferential orienta
of the S axes, particularly in strain-dominated regions,
maintained in the highr v flow. It is, therefore, not clear tha
directional features will be eliminated with highr v . The
continualpresence of the mean vorticity and strain may b
significant factor in the dynamics despite their relative
weak magnitudes.
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